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[VERB] there is at every least one that is immediately thing that is 
conscious preceding for 
 
every such that there is at least one thing and 
 
when that it is possible thing that contains this (or is comprised of) 
thing a verb finds itself in relation 
 
to 
 
[VERB] 
 
everything that an external world is divisible into 
 
it  
 
[VERB] and to find itself to create an external a grammatically correct 
world  
 
this thing that is divisible must 
 
may be conscious that 
 
some [VERB] any thing that immediately follows 
 
syntactically self-sufficient units 
 
finding itself to create a grammatically correct syntactical unit 
 
contains or is comprised of an external world a verb some other thing 
must be contain (or be comprised of) 
 
aware of self-sufficient units must be at least one thing an utterance 
drawn from this particular text 
 
 
It may be that there is of at least one thing that is not itself 
 
this finding will be constituted by an awareness, which will be further 
understood as every thing that is based on the same propositional 
structure of the thought which follows it 
 
that finds some thing shares the external world a subject with some 
dimensional extension any thing 
 
[VERB] that is not the thing that is combined with some thing that is 
not itself conscious to create grammatically correct syntactical unit is 
perceived in reference to this must itself contain (or be comprised of) 
dimensional extension 
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it may be that there is at least one thing such that if it contains the 
perceptions of both a phrase and a clause, then it must be divisible 
into any smaller conscious thing 
 
[VERB] the perceptions are bound by a verb or clause the 
dimensionality some other thing must contain (or be comprised of) 
 
its awareness it may be that there is 
 
drawn from some particular text 
 
such that if it contains both a phrase and a clause of which  a 
conscious thing is then aware that is itself 
 
[VERB] conscious an utterance such a thing 
 
combined with something not itself may also find to create itself 
 
where some in an external world they if such shares a conscious 
subject with some thing 
propositional structure [VERB] finds itself as that which follows it itself 
in that they an external world must contain if such a conscious thing is 
divisible into smaller 
 
syntactically self-sufficient units 
 
finds every thing itself that is divisible in an external world defined 
into smaller by an awareness 
 
it is of a more complex possible dimensionality that of its own there is 
awareness in 
perceiving 
 
[VERB] if such every thing that is a conscious thing immediately 
followed finds itself by some thing where in an external and are based 
upon the same world defined propositional structure must by an 
awareness of a less complex itself be immediately dimensionality than 
preceded the original conscious thing by some thing (C) the original 
conscious thing every thing that will be aware is immediately preceded 
by some thing in the more complex must contain dimensionality of its 
own a subject awareness if it contains both a phrase and a clause 
 
consciousness is divisible into smaller is not syntactically self-
sufficient units dimensionally extends and so will be interpenetrated 
by some it cannot be thing the object of awareness not itself 
 
thought 
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[VERB] is the everything ability to transform that is immediately 
followed by something where (A) awareness into and (B) causation 
through are based upon the same propositional structure the 
determination of rules regarding the structure must itself be 
immediately preceded by some thing of dimensionality for every thing 
a thing capable of thought that is immediately preceded may have the 
ability to strategize by some thing or must to predict contain 
outcomes of changes in a subject for everything that is the external 
world based on the same propositional structure as that which follows 
through the application of these rules everything that contains a 
subject 
 
[VERB] 
 
where it is both or neither an utterance drawn from a text and divisible 
into smaller syntactically self-sufficient units then it must contain (or 
be comprised of) a verb 
 
divisible considered 
 
actions (or comprised of) a noun are the it may be behaviors 
 
of not a both thinking an utterance thing drawn from based upon 
 
such 
 
immediately preceded 
 
predictions must contain (or be comprised of) a noun 
 
 
all actions combined with some thing take place in the dimensionally 
extended world 
of which something must contain a subject is conscious [VERB] No that 
is based on action 
 
is divisible into itself smaller a conscious syntactically self-sufficient 
thing 
 
 
it either it is possible contains or is that two or more 
 
that is an utterance 
 
and must not conscious combine with 
 
[VERB] things immediately exist that preceded by some thing possess 
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everything [VERB] congruent that is immediately dimensional followed 
by some thing where extensions and everything are based upon the 
same that thinks into smaller syntactically meaningful units 
 
about some thing is at least one thing not itself and at least one thing 
does so in such that both are 
 
[VERB] the dimensionality of immediately followed by its own some 
thing where (A) awareness and (B) such a thing thought are about by a 
thinking based upon the same thing will appear propositional to have 
structure consciousness must itself if it seems to be immediately 
preceded take actions that appear by some to that thing thinking thing 
to be considered that is immediately followed by some thing 
 
[VERB] considered thing that follows actions must be based upon some 
thing must be (or contain) a thought 
 
a thing every thing will appear that is divisible 
 
will be interpenetrated by something not itself 
 
at least one thing that is an utterance drawn from some particular text 
 
it is possible to be that there is conscious to some thinking thing not 
thing only 
 
is possible if it that there is exhibits at least actions that encompass 
one thing the dimensional such that 
 
complexity drawn of the thinking from some thing’s particular thought 


